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Summary   This paper presents some of the results of a study to evaluate the
performance and implementation complexity of a concatenated and a hybrid coding
system for moderate speed deep space applications. It is shown that with a total
complexity of less than three times that of the basic Viterbi decoder, concatenated coding
improves a constraint length 8 rate 1/3 Viterbi decoding system by 1.1 and 2.6 dB at bit
error probabilities of 10-4 and 10-8, respectively. With a somewhat greater total
complexity, the hybrid coding system is shown to obtain a 0.9 dB computational
performance improvement over the basic rate 1/3 sequential decoding system. Although
substantial, these complexities are much less than those required to achieve the same
performances with more complex Viterbi or sequential decoder systems.

Introduction   The growth of digital space communications in the past decade has
resulted in the introduction of sophisticated coding techniques which have reduced the
power or extended the communication range for numerous space missions. While early
coding applications were for relatively low data rates, recent emphasis has been on real-
time decoders capable of operation at data rates above 1 Mbps. These efforts have
resulted in the development of high speed decoders which provide on the order of 4 to 6
dB of coding gain depending on the data rate, bandwidth expansion, and error
probability requirements.

When the data speed requirements are reduced to the levels of deep space
applications, which are from 1 to 100 Kbps, greater coding gains can be achieved. At
these reduced speeds, sequential decoding, in particular, can be shown to operate more
efficiently. A hard quantized high speed sequential decoder can be operated with about 1
dB less Eb/No, because of the increased number of computations per bit; and at lower
speeds another 2 dB improvement can be achieved by using a soft quantization with 8 or 



more levels. Also, more efficient Viterbi decoders are possible at reduced data rates,
although the improvement in this case is not as great.

Assuming a computation speed of 106 computations per second on soft decision data, a
64K-bit buffer, and a 500 bit block length with frame resynchronization, a constraint
length 8 rate 1/3 Viterbi decoder and a rate 1/3 sequential decoder require 3.0 and
2.8 dB, respectively, to obtain a bit error probability of 10-4 at 100 Kbps [1]. For a bit
error probability of 10-8, 4.8 and 3.4 dB, respectively, are required.

Further improvements in the performance of either a sequential or a Viterbi decoder
system can be obtained through increased complexity (larger buffer or higher
computational speed for the sequential decoder - higher constraint lengths with greatly
increased path and metric memory requirements for the Viterbi decoder). However, such
improvements are very costly. A more promising approach at moderate data rates is the
use of concatenated or hybrid coding and decoding techniques. These techniques
combine block and/or convolutional codes in an attempt to operate near capacity, while
maintaining a complexity less than that possible with either type of code alone.

This paper presents some of the results of a study to evaluate two such techniques for
deep space applications. The first is a concatenated coding procedure with a Reed-
Solomon outer code and a Viterbi-decoded convolutional inner code [2]. An upper
bound on the bit error probability and a discussion of the implementation complexity are
given.

The other technique is the hybrid bootstrap decoding algorithm of Jelinek and
Cocke [3]. Hofman (4] has determined the computational performance of this system
with rate 1/2 sequential decoders. Here we present the results of several efforts to
improve this performance. In particular, rate 1/3 bootstrap decoding, 3-group bootstrap
decoding, and multiple processor bootstrap decoding are discussed.

Concatenated Coding   The basic block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 1.
The inner coder-decoder is a short constraint length convolutional coder with a Viterbi
(maximum likelihood) decoder. Typically this decoder is operated at an Eb/No level
sufficient to produce a bit error probability in the range 10-2 < Pb < 10-3. The outer code is
a high rate Reed-Solomon code which then reduces the final block, and consequently bit,
error probability to the desired level. Typically the Reed-Solomon code will have a 2K-
symbol alphabet where K is the constraint length of the convolutional inner code. The
interleaving buffers are required because the inner decoder errors tend to occur in bursts,
which occasionally are as long as several constraint lengths. While the outer decoder is
undisturbed by error bursts within a given Reed-Solomon symbol, its performance is
severely degraded by highly correlated errors among several successive symbols; hence
the need for interleaving.



Concatenated Coding Performance   To evaluate the performance of this concatenated
coding system, the significant parameters of the inner code are the Reed-Solomon
symbol error probability and the distribution of lengths of consecutive Reed-Solomon
symbol errors, the latter being required to determine the required interleaver dimensions.
These parameters can be determined by a computer simulation of the convolutional inner
code.

For a system with a 2J- symbol E-error-correcting Reed-Solomon code and a long
enough interleaver so that Reed-Solomon symbol error dependencies can be neglected, a
Reed-Solomon block error occurs when more than E symbol errors occur in the block.
When this happens, the Reed-Solomon decoder indicates that at most E symbols are in
error. So if the superchannel causes E + i, 1 # i # 2J - 1 - E, symbol errors in the block, at
most 2E + i symbol errors will result. Thus the concatenated code symbol, and hence the
bit, probability of error can be upper bounded by

where Bs is the Reed-Solomon symbol probability of error.

Figures 2 and 3 give this bound for a constraint length 8 rate 1/3 convolutional inner
code with code generators [2]

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

and 8-levels of receiver quantization. Figure 2 shows that for a fixed alphabet size and
probability of error, there is an optimum number of correctable errors. That is, if the
outer code is designed to correct too many errors, the inner code Eb/No decrease, and thus
the superchannel symbol probability of error increase, more than offsets the large error-
correcting ability of the outer code.

Figure 3 summarizes the performance of this concatenated coding system for various
alphabet sizes and near optimum outer code error-correcting ability.

The required interleaver length, I, can be estimated by choosing I large enough such that
the probability of I consecutive Reed-Solomon symbol errors is less than the desired bit
probability of error. For the constraint length 8 rate 1/3 convolutional code used here, an
interleaving length of 16 is sufficient for bit probabilities of error down to 10-8.



Concatenated Coding Implementation   Implementation of this concatenated coding
system can be divided into four parts: the encoder and interleaver, the unscrambler, the
Viterbi decoder, and the Reed-Solomon decoder. The most critical size constraints are
those on the encoder and interleaver since they will be in a spacecraft. Fortunately, these
storage requirements are limited to that of 2EIJ parity bits [1] instead of the entire I
Reed-Solomon words as suggested in Reference 2. Thus it is suitable for spacecraft
applications.

The unscrambler requires the main storage in this system. A total of 2IJ2J bits are
required.

Implementation of Viterbi decoders for short constraint length convolutional codes is
well documented in Reference 5.

The Reed-Solomon decoder can be implemented partially in hardware and partially in
software. For example, the syndromes could be calculated in hardware and the remaining
steps in software. Using a minicomputer processor, such a scheme is capable of
achieving the 100 Kbps coding speed for alphabet sizes and numbers of correctable
errors less than about 27 and 8, respectively. In general, however, the high rate codes
required in this application are most efficiently implemented in hardware.

Converting a K = 8, R = 1/3, 8-quantization-level Viterbi decoder to the concatenated
coding scheme with J = 8, E = 16, and I = 16 would approximately triple the complexity
of the decoder []]. However, to achieve the same performance improvement with a more
complex Viterbi decoding system, the constraint length would have to be increased to at
least 11 with almost an 8-fold increase in decoder complexity. Systems with less
powerful Reed-Solomon codes and reduced implementation complexities also yield
impressive performance results.

Rate 1/3 Bootstrap Decoding   Bootstrap decoding is a hybrid system which, in its
simplest form, consists of a number of convolutionally encoded data tracks and a single
parity track. The parity track, which is formed across all data tracks, is also decodable.
Probabilistic information contained in an additional parity or channel state stream
constructed across all received tracks by the decoder is used to adjust decoding metrics.
The amount of information contained in the channel state stream increases as the number
of undecoded tracks decreases. Thus, decoding a portion of data has a bootstrapping
effect in the decoding of the remaining data. Reference 4 provides a more complete
discussion of the bootstrap decoding process and presents simulation performance results
for a rate 1/2 system having 3-bit quantization and a binary state stream. This system
exhibits unbounded computational performance (Rcomp) at Eb/No = 1.68 dB. Performance
bounds derived by Jelinek [6] predict an additional improvement of 0.5 dB for a rate 1/3
system. In order to estimate the gain that can actually be achieved in a real system, the



rate 1/2 simulation program was expanded to operate for rate 1/3 using Curry’s
constraint length 24 code which has taps 40505342, 71436765, and 61552637 [7]. This
code has free distance = 38 and minimum distance = 17. The “likelihood-drop stop-
factor” sequence was optimized at 3.25, 4.0, 4.75, and 5.5. Other parameters were set to
allow direct comparison with the rate 1/2 data. (Specifically, 7 tracks per block, 500
information bits per track, octal channel with 0.5F quantization spacing, binary state
stream, and LBACK = 10.) Figure 4 shows the computation distributions for the rate 1/3
simulations with Eb/No as a parameter. A plot of the apparent Pareto slope vs. Eb/No is
given in Figure 5, with Rcomp interpolated at 1.32 dB. This gives a gain of 0.36 dB over
the rate 1/2 simulation. The cause of the irregularity between 2 and 3 dB is not known at
this time, but is possibly due to a change in optimum parameter values as Eb/No

increases. Sufficiently large quantities of data were taken to rule out variation due to
small sample size.

3-Group Bootstrap Decoding   Jelinek has also generalized bootstrap decoding for an
algebraic code having two parity checks [5]. The advantage is that, with proper code
selection, the data tracks may be arranged into 3 smaller groups for decoding.
(Remember that the bootstrapping process is more effective for smaller numbers of
tracks.) A code having 12 data tracks and parity bits across tracks 1 through 8 and 5
through 12 has the same rate loss as the 6 data track code above, but has 3 groups of 4
data tracks each. An upper bound on the performance of this code can be found by
simulating a 4 data track-1 parity track code. The results of this simulation are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. As can be seen in Figure 5, the 3-group code can be expected to give no
more than 0.1 dB improvement close to the Rcomp point, and questionable improvement
for higher values of Eb/No. Such performance would not warrant the increased
complexity for 3-group codes, and leaves unanswered the question of performance when
using even more powerful algebraic codes.

Bootstrap Decoding with Multiple Processing   Because of its multiple-track structure,
the application of multiple processing techniques to the bootstrap system seems natural.
In addition, current technology and recent developments in the design of high-speed
sequential decoders make such a concept practical. The reason for using multiple
processing is to increase the computational rate of the decoder while, hopefully, reducing
the total computational effort. Complicated stopping rules required by a single processor
decoder are no longer necessary, and inordinate amounts of time will not be spent on
stubborn tracks while other, more cooperative tracks are left without attention. In
addition, the multipleprocessor decoder overcomes the disadvantage, inherent in the
single-processor decoder, of losing much of the previous computational effort each time
a track is restarted.

Of the large number of possible multiple processor configurations, one was selected for
detailed investigation by software simulation. This system dedicates a Fano sequential



decoder to each track, and utilizes a central controller to maintain and distribute current
state stream information to each of the decoders. In order to keep the number of state
stream updatds as few as possible without degrading the bootstrapping process
excessively, it was decided to update the central state stream each time the Fano decoder
for a track leaves the search mode. This procedure requires that each decoder maintain its
own copy of the state stream. When a decoder leaves the search mode and is ready to
decode node n, say, it informs the central controller of its status up to and including node
n-l. It also updates its state stream from node n through the end of the track from the
central controller.

The possibility of altering metric values at nodes already visited and thus interfering with
the delicate structure of the Fano search procedure (with catastrophic results!) has
necessitated a few modifications or restrictions in the decoding algorithm. Each decoder
must maintain pointers to the starting point and maximum depth reached since the last
“major start.” Thus, the start and maximum depth for each track is 1 at the initiation of a
block. When the state stream for a track is changed within the start and maximum depth
interval, a major start is declared for that track and its pointers are reset to the current
node depth; the threshold is also reset to the current path metric value. In this way, the
decoding process is really restarted at the present node, and knowledge of previous
searches is lost. The decoder is allowed to search behind the new starting node, if
necessary. In this case, a new major start must be declared when the turn-around point is
reached. Additional experimenting was done in an attempt to discover techniques to
reduce the number of major restarts while allowing state updates in the search region. All
these attempts resulted either in searches that have no exit or, just as bad, in the insertion
of many errors because of a failure to properly exit the search mode and tighten
threshold.

Multiple Processing Simulation   In order to secure a standard for comparison, the rate
1/2 nonsystematic code with 3-bit quantization, which was evaluated in a single
processor configuration in Reference 4, was used also for the multiple processor
simulation. The simulation was carried out on an SEL 840A computer having 24K,
24-bit words. Simulation of only one decoder at a time is possible; therefore, the single
decoder is time-shared and restart data for the 6 inactive tracks are packed and stored
while awaiting their turn. The number of computations required-for each track is
assumed to be a direct measure of the decoding time consumed by that track. The
uncompleted track having the smallest number of computations is always selected for
further decoding when the track in process leaves the search mode. The central state
stream is updated by the selected track and then copied into the decoder, as described
above, before decoding is resumed. Completed tracks are left to “idle” until the entire
block is finished; a final state update is also made for these tracks at the appropriate time.



Preliminary simulations revealed a number of undesirable dynamics in operation in the
multiple processor mode. Erroneous decisions tentatively made by one track which are
inserted into the state stream may cause a deleterious effect on other tracks before the
errors are corrected. This effect was minimized by inserting a parameter called LBACK
into the state stream update algorithm. Thus, the state stream is updated only to node
n-1-LBACK when a decoder stops at node n. The difficulties that arise from inserting
erroneous decisions into the state stream are further compounded when a single track
remains because the last track is forced to duplicate the erroneous decisions. Although
the track to first commit the errors may easily retrace and correct them, the standard
metrics for one track make retrace extremely laborious. Therefore, the metric table for
one track was made identical to that for two tracks for all simulations reported here. The
effect of LBACK may be seen in Figure 7 which shows computation distributions at
Eb/No = 4.26 dB.

The performance of the selected system is rather disappointing. Detailed examination of
the dynamics of the multiple processor reveals that the poor performance is most
probably due to frequent major starts caused when two or more tracks have similar error
patterns and become involved in long searches over the same region. A modification of
the algorithm to circumvent this difficulty will be necessary in order to make multiple
processing practical for bootstrap decoding.

Hybrid Coding Implementation   To enable a sequential decoder to perform the single
processor type of bootstrap decoding, changes would have to be made to permit the
decoder to vary the metric table, to switch decoding between tracks, to restart tracks, and
to determine when data is reliable. Clearly, this coding technique requires a high
computational speed. The multiple processing technique seems to be a natural way of
implementing these changes in a high computational speed processor. However, as
discussed, the technique examined here has a disappointing computational performance
and, in any case, it would be rather complex to implement. Other approaches are also
complex to implement and it appears that in order to obtain a performance similar to that
of the concatenated coding system discussed, a greater total complexity is required.

Conclusions   Both the concatenated and the rate 1/3 bootstrap decoding techniques
described here achieve substantial performance improvements over the straight Viterbi
or sequential decoders used. For the J = 8, E = 16, I = 16 concatenated coding system the
Eb/No required to achieve bit error probabilities of 10-4 and 10-8 is reduced to 1.93 and
2.24 dB, respectively, from the unconcatenated values of 3.0 and 4.8 dB. The hybrid
system has a computational performance 0.9 dB better than the straight sequentially
decoded system.

Considering the implementation complexity of these two systems, the concatenated
coding system appears to be the more cost-effective system for this application. In



addition to the smaller estimated total complexity, the concatenated system also has the
advantage that the decoder can be made by merely adding the additional processing to
the output of an existing Viterbi decoder, whereas the bootstrap decoder would require a
redesign of the sequential decoder. For the system discussed here, the implementation
complexity of the additional concatenated decoding processing is about twice that of the
basic low speed constraint length 8 rate 1/3 Viterbi decoder. This is much less than the
approximate 8-fold increase in complexity required to obtain the same performance
improvements with a more complex, i.e., a higher constraint length, Viterbi decoding
system.
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Figure 1.  Concatenated Coding System

Figure 2.  Concatenated Coding Performance with a 28-Symbol Reed-Solomon Code
with Various Error-Correcting Abilities

Figure 3.  Concatenated Coding Performance Summary



Figure 4.  Computation distributions for rate 1/3, 7-track bootstrap
decoding as a function of Eb/No

Figure 5.  Pareto exponent vs. Eb/No for several coding techniques



Figure 6.  Computation distributions for rate 1/3, 5-track
emulation of 14-track, 3-group code

Figure 7.  Computation distributions for multiple processor
decoding as a function of LBACK




